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What’s New? 

Team Assignments 

The Warrior Class was created as a company of special forces who 
have long ago walked off any kind of map.  We are exploring 
territories in intercession that no one else has ventured into at this 
level.  Our journey has taken us into prayer from intimate relationship 
with God to unwrapping prophetic intercession and creating a 
community that knows how to work with the Holy Spirit, gaining 
freedom from dependence on others to carry them along.   
  
We’ve learned enormous amounts about battles, prayer and training 
in 36 months. Above all else, we’ve encountered that every 
circumstance is an opportunity to love the learning.. 
  
 

Allison Bown 
Director of TWC 

“Into NEW Territory: Intercession 
Assignments and Upgrades for 2014” 

Mind of a Saint was a great victory for TWC, for Team Brilliant and for Graham.  We rose to a new 
levels as warriors and uncovered outrageous promises. In the end, we broke through into the 
reformational territory of the Mind of Christ and into doing our own Team Brilliant events.  That was 
HUGE!   
 
Then it was quickly on to Australia and New Zealand.  Excellent intel was sent in and great prayers 
were prayed for the Pacific Rim.  We covered it adequately as we would any other event… but we 
discovered that “adequate” is no longer enough.  The greater focus we gave to Mind of a Saint left the 
fewer resources for this tour that had previously been a key target. 
  
In the end, we feel that the enemy backed down in Anaheim, but circled back around on us in the 
Pacific Rim, as was evident from what Graham shared in his candid Frontline article in December. No 
shame.  No blame.  There are always spoils to take, even from the toughest experiences, however, we 
do not wish to make a habit of it. 
  
I must take a moment to honor my friend and his response to the Pacific Rim tour.  Graham has taught 
us that we can learn from any circumstance - and I’ve never seen him do it with more endurance, 
grace and focus than in this.  He’s been through it before.  There was no disappointment nor did he 
request that we up our game.  That was our response to make and we made it quickly.  Great dialogue 
has followed and we feel we have a sense of where to explore next.   
 

As usual, the enemy overplayed his hand.  Now we get to make him regret that he thought his 
tactics in the Pacific Rim was a good idea. 

 
 

Regional Assignments 

TWC Training Info 

Open registration 

http://www.twclass.org/


Here’s what we’ve learned: 
  
Everything is connected. Every battle/event is part of the overall war in that region.  
  
The fight has moved into a relentless level.  Praying for each event, even if it is months in advance, isn’t enough anymore.  Time to 
discover more of the relentless nature of God (yahoo!) and the Holy Spirit’s genius to move us from battle focus to war strategies. 
  
Overall, we will continue our intercession in a similar manner with teams having assignments to gather intel for, however, our lens 
has changed as to how we work with it.  With a few minor adaptations, we believe we can greatly increase our impact.  
  
This isn’t about doing more.  It’s about working more effectively with what we do. 
  
Here’s what we are upgrading: 
  
Each team will now have a region and pray for it consistently.  Graham’s assignments in that region will always be given to your 
team - but now they become part of the overall assignment to pray for that region and use the events to give us greater intel on the 
overall war. 
  
Looking for regional clues in our intel. We’ll collect intel as before, but begin to ask you to dialogue with the Holy Spirit as to 
whether this is for the assignment, the region… or maybe both.  If you can tell, great!  If not yet, no worries.  We’ll all grow up in this 
together. 
  
We will separate the Member Update from an Intercession Update.  We have a new, more concise format for monthly TWC updates 
using Constant Contact.  Member Updates will contain info on events, upcoming conference calls and TWC opportunities.  The 
Intercession Update will be a separate email with Intel due date reminders, Prayer Points and Crafted Declarations.  Christine Casten 
will contribute an intel / intercession “sound byte” to support you in your process. 
  
Here are some keys to remember in this new focus: 
  
The basic format remains the same. You are part of a team and your team has assignments to pray for. 
  
This is a continuing journey, not a short term project. We don’t expect to gather a complete picture of a region in a few weeks, or 
even months.  We’re going to start by using the individual assignments to get an idea of what’s out there one city and area at a time.  
  
Start with rejoicing, worshipping, giving thanks over your region.  Over time, we’ll collect what Jesus and the Holy Spirit are praying, 
the promises, prophecies and scriptures that we can declare.  The enemy’s strategy will come to Light.  But our starting point is 
always worship. 
  
Have fun - explore and experiment. You are not expected to be experts.  None of us are… yet.  But the HOLY SPIRIT is a genius and 
we’re going discover more of that! 
  
You may or may not have a personal connection to your assigned region.  We want people both from that region and outside of it.  
It may be a passion that develops over time or an opportunity to be a good special forces member that does your job.  You are, of 
course, ALWAYS welcome to offer intel for any region or any assignment!! 
  
The new groupings are a starting point only.  The “regions” are pretty loosely defined due to trying to give some balance to the 
assignments.   Some events occur close together and a few have only one team at this time.  Some of you will have several months 
between assignments.  That will be a great time to focus on intercession for the overall region!! 
  
But it’s a beginning.  We’ll learn and refine as we go. 
  
When we speak of being pioneers, game-changers and champions, it’s not used as a motivational phrase.  We really are changing the 
landscape of intercession to become relational, laser sharp and powerful in a way never seen before.  
  
Our veterans have learned to adapt and upgrade consistently in TWC.  For newer members, you’re part of the new upgrades that we 
are all experiencing.  We’re all getting new lenses! 
  
Welcome to 2014! 
 
Allison 
 



  
Warrior Eagles 
Territory:  Aglow International 
Intel required for Aglow Conferences in March, October & November 
General intel for Aglow will be requested or can be submitted throughout the year. 
Prayer (but not intel) requested when Graham meets with Aglow leadership 
  
Lightbearers / Internationals / Watchmen 
Territory: Pacific Rim 
  
Consistent prayer and intel gathering for this region will be requested throughout the year so that it will be well prepared for Graham’s 
return. 
  
While we prepare the Pacific Rim as a region, your assignment is also to cover the Team Brilliant Events for 2014 in the US with intel and 
prayer. 
  
Eastern Gatekeepers / Dream Team 
Territory: Eastern US 
Intel Events:  Akron, OH - New England - Florida - Team Brilliant / Orlando 
General Intel and consistent prayer for the Eastern Region throughout the year 
  
Vanguards / Pioneer 
Territory: Southern US + Melissa & Ben Klein (Brilliant Perspectives / Dallas) 
Intel Events: Carrollton, TX - Team Brilliant / Dallas -  Georgia 
General Intel and consistent prayer for the Southern Region and our BP staff who live there 
  
Stonebridge / Momentum / Discovery 
Territory:  Midwest US 
Intel Events: Canton, MI - Franklin, TN - Minneapolis, MN - Brighton, MI 
General Intel and consistent prayer for the basic Midwestern Region throughout the year 
  
Lionheart / Freedom Fighters 
Territory: California 
Intel Events: Sacramento, CA - San Diego & Third Day Churches 
General Intel and consistent prayer for California throughout the year 
  
Gold Team / Hot Shots 
Territory: Santa Barbara & Brilliant Perspectives 
Intel Events:   
Santa Barbara Sessions Jan-Apr & July - Oct + Team Brilliant / Anaheim & Orlando FL 
General Intel and consistent prayer for Santa Barbara and Brilliant Perspectives requested 
Prayer requested on Santa Barbara Sessions days 
  
Northern Lights / Diamond 
Territory: Northwest US & Brilliant Book House 
Intel Events: Tigard, OR - Spokane, WA - Montana & Team Brilliant / Bellvue, WA (optional) 
General Intel and consistent prayer for the Northwest region and Brilliant Book House throughout the year 
  
  
  
  
 

TWC Regional Assignment Descriptions 

 

Full schedule is on the last page… 



This ebb was full of growing, stretching, learning and resting.  I have complete confidence in how He 
wants to relate with me. It is through Joy! Faith! Love! And Learning! 
Juna Light Stayner 

As I have meditated on Living the Upgraded Life, I find that my generosity towards others is increasing. 
This delights both me and Him! 
 Marie Matlin 

This worship ebb I entered a time of hiddeness, why are we surprised when the Father does this :):). 
Remaining faithful to resting in the Father's arms I learnt more about a deeper faith worship of Him. I 
have emerged with fresh impartation of who he wants me to be in 2014, a deeper level of knowledge of 
his faithfulness and a complete trust through that hiddeness not found in the times of manifestation. I 
have a sense of excitement for 2014.  
Therese Jeffs 

 

Somewhere along this ebb I have come into a place of intimacy with Him where I wear His presence like a 
comfortable favorite garment of someone I love, that I can wrap around me and breathe in His essence in 
a heart beat. I don't know when that shift occurred but I am ever so grateful for it.  
Christine Taylor 

 

While resting in the Lord, I was delighted to find that if I journal when the Lord starts speaking to me I 
receive far more from Him than if I just listen for Him to speak. This seems to work even when I am seeing 
pictures, as He explains them far better than before I started doing this.  It really is a delight to discover 
His ways! 
Marilyn Colburn 

 

I finally got some identity statements written. I am so fired up and ready to conquer the world! I am still 
trying to wrap my head around these statements and take them deeper, but I'm so excited! 
Janice Riley 

What fun it is when He speaks to us through the “natural” craziness of life! As I woke up one morning to 
missing glasses, it didn’t take me very long to tumble to the thought that perhaps I need a new lens in 
something!  Lots of awesome prophetic input from friends, though not one of them disagreed with my 
need of a lens change. . . :) my reading glasses went missing as well – yup I’m thinking the unpacking of 
this should be fun!  
Kelly Megonigle 
Watchman Team Leader 
 

 

I asked for an upgrade in rest and peace 
this year. On several occasions, in new 
ways He showed up as wisdom, strength, 
provider and comforter. How I needed 
Him, and how He filled me and saved my 
sanity! 
Rick Roberts 

 

During the ebb I discovered the faithfulness of God to use goodness and favor to impact others. 
LeAnn Hildreth  
 

I see 2014 as a year of tremendous hope, 
opportunities and promise as we bring the 
Kingdom of God to earth.   
  
Bring it on Jesus! 
Marian Vaine 
 

One aspect of Papa's nature I encountered 
in a new way was the courage of God in all 
situations. The way I overcame fear was by 
singing love songs to Him. When I started 
singing love songs, I witnessed intimidation 
run and hide as I was singing. I heard the 
wonderful Holy Spirit say to me, “I love to 
hear you sing!”. 
Tony Hughes 
 

During worship I have experienced the 
presence of the Holy Spirit, and I have a 
greater sense of God’s plans and purpose 
for the future. 
Ed Pelletier 
 

I feel like I have been feasting on His 
goodness which is my upgrade.  I am in 
awe of God’s provision for me.  This has 
been a life-changing season! 
Raylene Berryman 
 

The Spirit is renewing this aspect of the 
nature of God:  He is Lord of messages 
about treasure. Highlighted for many 
including myself.   
Kathy Riley 
 

During this time of worship; the LORD 
updated the prescription of my lens; as He 
let drops fall with in me day by day 
enlightening with insight. 
Maricela Damerow 

WORSHIP EBB 

I have been affectionately addressing Abba Father as ‘my God of Mysterious Ways’. 
 
The stillness that continues to grow in me often chooses the serenity of complete silence as its expression 
of awe.  I am finding silence to be truly golden and surprisingly relational! 
Joanie Falk 
 

For me, TWC is the perfect environment for those who want to go higher. The Lord asked me during the 
ebb, to prepare to live in a higher place. He showed me how I am to apply a fundamental principle in 
order to prepare for my next assignment as a son.  
 
I saw that maturity embraces diligence. I saw how those who are running the race in this way, find 
themselves properly prepared for when the next assignment or upgrade arrives. The Holy Spirit helped 
me to see that God requires great diligence from each of his captains. I have been shown the next level 
He wants me to live on and also the focus I need to prepare for the experience. Graham's teaching, Living 
on a Higher Place being a highly instructive commentary for me on discovering these things in God.  
 
Neil Hardisty 
Light Bearers Team Leader 

During the ebb, I finished up my full-time 
working career.  One of the things I looked 
forward to during semi-retirement was 
having extended time with the Lord.  He 
did not disappoint. During one such time 
He revealed His great vastness, and yet 
how wonderfully thoughtful He was 
towards me. He just wanted to be with me 
in silence, spending time in silence, like 
you can do with someone you know very 
well.  From that time on, you are closer to 
the other and refreshed.   
Lisa Hoover 
Vanguards Team Leader 



Welcome our new financial champion!  Lori Morrow 
 
Lori Morrow has been our bookkeeper since June and helped 
us begin the covering corporation of Altitude, which houses 
TWC.  Starting a corporation that was separate from Brilliant 
Perspectives was daunting, but she was part of the genius that 
got us off the ground. 
 
Anyone who can make finances easy to understand for me 
deserves a medal... and she has!! 
 
Some of our most interesting fights were right at the start and 
Lori jumped right in and fought with us.  She expressed her 
love and support for who TWC is with generous help that went 
far beyond what was required.  Administratively, she is a gift 
from heaven and has become a friend. 
 
Teresa Morrison has known Lori for several years and their 
partnership in TWC finances has been exceptional and 
proven.  Teresa will now oversee our finances and Lori will 
assume the day to day operations. 
 
Lori now becomes the one who will follow up on TWC 
payments, be sure your account is clearly explained to you and 
help you as needed. 
 
If you have issues with your auto-deductions or payments, you 
will now be hearing directly from Lori, not Teresa.  If you have 
questions about your account, contact Lori.   
 
Her contact info is:   
Lori Morrow    Bookkeeper.TWC@gmail.com If you see an 
email from this address, be sure to open it! 

 
 

Lori Morrow - Bookkeeper  

What’s New in 2014? 

 
Several TWC members as well as those outside of TWC 
have asked if they can make a donation.  Many of you 
have been very generous on our TWC Training Days, but 
others who couldn't attend wanted to know what their 
options were for financial giving beyond their monthly 
fee.  
 
Check out the new "Donate" button on the TWC 
Website.  It is located in the bottom, orange bar and 
will take you to a page with all the information. 

 
 
All of you give generously in your time, passion and 
monthly fees.  We do not require more from you, but 
we always want to leave open doors for God to bless us 
as HE directs. 
 
 
 
 

New "Donate" button 

mailto:Bookkeeper.TWC@gmail.com


The Warrior Class                          Training Information 

2014 Training Calls  

It’s time to schedule our Training Calls.  
Topic: Training Journal #11  “Creating a Culture”.  
 
(This can be found in the member only portion of the 
website under: “Resources/Training Journal”) 
 
 
What resonates with you?  
 

Jan. 25th & Feb. 1st @ 9 am (PST) 
Jan. 27th @ 4:30 PM (PST) 
 
 

 

Dates/time 

Calls are approx. 60 minutes 
Listeners are welcome 
Questions? Email Allison  allison@twclass.org 
 

Forgot the member logon? No problem, kindly contact 
your team leader. 

NEW Level 1 Training Video 
 

Member site 
Under: Training/Level 1 

Sign up with Lecia Retter  submissions@twclass.org  

Many of you have asked when The Warrior 

Class training days are going to be? 

There is no particular "key note" conference. They all carry equal weight. It's a GREAT year ahead!!! 

Videos are embedded to keep them exclusive to TWC, the page will 
take a few minutes to load.  

Leadership will meet Wednesdays, the day before the start of each 

Team Brilliant Conference from 2:00 p.m. local time to 6:00 p.m. 
 

TWC Training Days for Members & Family/Friends will be on 

Thursdays, the day the conference starts.  Doors will open at 8:00 

a.m. local time and we will conclude by 3:30 p.m.  

mailto:allison@twclass.org
mailto:submissions@twclass.org


          Assignment           Teams                 Date due to Team Leaders  

January 

13-14 Aglow HQ  Warrior Eagles   (pray) 
 
15   Gold Team / Hot Shots  ASAP / Any time 

 
23-26   Portugal   Eastern Gatekeepers / Lionheart                                           Intel Complete 

 
Aglow  Game Changers  Warrior Eagles                                                                                                 (pray) 
Europe 

February 

7-9   Nampa, Idaho  Northern Lights / Diamond   Intel Complete (pray)
       

19  Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 

 
March 

13-15 Aglow, Dallas  Warrior Eagles   Feb. 8 

 Life Changers 
 
19 Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 
 
21-22 Sacramento, Arise!  Lionheart / Freedom Fighters  Feb. 15 

 
 
April 
4-6 Carrollton, TX  Vanguards / Pioneer   Feb. 28 

 
10-12 Akron, OH  Eastern Gatekeepers / Dream Team   March 7 

 
16 Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 
 
 
May 

1-3 Tigard, OR  Northern Lights / Diamond  March 22 

 
16-17 San Diego, CA  Lionheart / Freedom Fighters  April 4 

 3rd Day Churches 
 
29-31 Team Brilliant Event  Lightbearers / International   April 11  
  Bellvue (Seattle Area)   Optional: Northern Lights / Warrior Eagles 

 

Fridays 

TWC 2014 Intercession Schedule 
You will be praying for your assigned region throughout the year as well as these specific events 

 

June 
2-3 Aglow HQ  Warrior Eagles   (pray) 
 
6-8 Canton, MI  Stonebridge/ Discovery / Momentum  April 25 
 
12-14 Team Brilliant Event  Watchmen / Vanguards / Pioneer  May 2 
 Dallas, TX  
26-28 New England  Eastern Gatekeepers / Dream Team  May 9 
  



September 
 Brilliant Book House  Northern Lights / Diamond Team             Sept / Oct  
 
4-6 Team Brilliant Event  Lightbearers/ Watchmen  July 25 
 Anaheim, CA  Gold Team 
     
15 Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 
 
18-20 Jacksonville, FL  Eastern Gatekeepers / Dream Team  Aug. 8 
 
26-27 San Diego, CA  Lionheart / Freedom Fighters  Aug. 15 
 
 
 
October 
3-5 Montreal, Quebec  Warrior Eagles   Aug. 29 
 Aglow International Canada 
 
15 Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 
 
17-18 St. Paul, MN  Stonebridge / Momentum / Discovery  Sept. 5  
 
23-25 Team Brilliant Event  Eastern Gatekeepers / Dream Team     Sept. 12 
 Orlando, FL  Internationals / Gold Team 
 
28 New Mexico  Warrior Eagles   Sept. 19 
Nov. 1 Aglow National Conference 
 
 
November - TBA 
 
 
December 
4-6 Brighton, MI  Stonebridge / Momentum / Discovery  Oct. 31 
 
8-9 Aglow HQ  Warrior Eagles   (pray)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Attached is a printable schedule. 

August 
6-10 Norcross, GA  Vanguards / TBA   June 27 
 
15-17 Austin, TX  Pioneer / TBA   July  11 
 
20 Santa Barbara  Gold Team / Hot Shots  (pray) 

July 
10-12 Great Falls, MT  Northern Lights   May 16 
   Optional: Warrior Eagles 
16 Santa Barbara #2  Gold Team / Hot Shots  June 6  
 
17-19 Spokane, WA  Diamond Team   June 13 
   Optional: Northern Lights 
31 Franklin, TN  Discovery / Stonebridge / Momentum  June 20 
Aug. 2 
 


